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Schools/prevention/Intervention/Marijuana/Smoking/drinking/Program Effectiveness/Social
Development/Youth Programs/Adolescent Development/ERIC RCTS.

RefID:10721. Ghosh-Dastidar, Bonnie, Longshore, Douglas L., Ellickson, Phyllis L., and
McCaffrey, Daniel F.. Modifying Pro-Drug Risk Factors in Adolescents: Results from Project
ALERT. Health Education & Behavior 2004. 31 (3) 318-334. **Keywords:** Self Efficacy/Middle
School Students/prevention/drug use/Early Adolescents/effect size/Grade 8/Grade 7/Drug
Education/At Risk Persons/Rural Areas/Program
Effectiveness/Smoking/drinking/Marijuana/Comprehensive School Health Education/Grade 9/Grade 10/High School Students/Student Characteristics/Beliefs/ERIC RCTS.

RefID:10761. Moskowitz, Joel M. and And, Others. an evaluation of an innovative drug education program: follow-up results. #journal name# 1981. #volume# (#Issue#) #Start Page#-#End Page#. Keywords: Age Differences/Decision Making/drug abuse/Drug Education/Educational Innovation/Formative Evaluation/Grade 7/Grade 8/Junior High Schools/Program Effectiveness/Program Evaluation/Sex Differences/Social Studies/Student Attitudes/ERIC RCTS.


(2) 165-178. **Keywords:** Adolescent/Child/Female/Humans/Kentucky/Male/Program Development/Program Evaluation/Risk-Taking/School Health Services/organization & administration/Substance-Related Disorders/prevention & control/from SR bibliographies.

RefID:10800. Aseltine Jr, R. H., Dupre, M., and Lamlein, P.. Mentoring as a Drug Prevention Strategy: An Evaluation of" Across Ages.". Adolescent & Family Health 2000. 1 (1) 11-20. **Keywords:** #Keywords#.

**Level 2: Brief intervention explicitly defined but has >4 sessions**

RefID:37. Esposito-Smythers, Christianne, Spirito, Anthony, Kahler, Christopher W., Hunt, Jeffrey, and Monti, Peter. Treatment of co-occurring substance abuse and suicidality among adolescents: a randomized trial. Journal of consulting and clinical psychology 2011. 79 (6) 728-739. **Keywords:** #Keywords#.


**Keywords:** *psychosis/*lifespan/*human/*therapy/relapse/follow up/Risk/homelessness/Cognitive Therapy/randomized controlled trial/early intervention/Mental Health/United Kingdom/diagnosis/patient/Violence/general aspects of disease/*Cannabis/reducing agent.

### Level 2: Does not meet the definition of a BI


RefID:188. Menza, Timothy W., Jameson, Damon R., Hughes, James P., Colfax, Grant N., Shoptaw, Steven, and Golden, Matthew R.. Contingency management to reduce methamphetamine use and sexual risk among men who have sex with men: a randomized controlled trial. BMC public health 2010. 10 (#Issue#) 774-#End Page#. **Keywords:** Adolescent/Adult/*Amphetamine-Related Disorders/rh [Rehabilitation]/*Behavior Therapy/mt [Methods]/Counseling/Crack Cocaine/ur [Urine]/HIV Infections/pc [Prevention &
Control]/*Homosexuality,Male/Humans/Interviews as Topic/Male/Methamphetamine/ur
[Urine]/*Methamphetamine/Middle Aged/Patient Selection/*Reinforcement
(Psychology)/Research Design/*Risk-Taking/Sexual Behavior/Sexually Transmitted Diseases/pc
[Prevention & Control].

RefID:320. Riggs, Nathaniel R., Chou, Chih Ping, and Pentz, Mary Ann. Preventing growth in
amphetamine use: long-term effects of the Midwestern Prevention Project (MPP) from early
Keywords: Adolescent/Adult/Age of Onset/Amphetamine-Related Disorders/ep
[Epidemiology]/*Amphetamine-Related Disorders/pc [Prevention &
Control]/*Amphetamines/ae [Adverse Effects]/*Central Nervous System Stimulants/ae
[Adverse Effects]/Child/Female/Humans/Male/*Models,Statistical/*Preventive Health
Services/Program Evaluation/Schools/Self Report/Survival Analysis/United States/ep
[Epidemiology]/Urban Population/Young Adult.

use prevention on adult mental health services utilization: the midwestern prevention project.
Substance use & misuse 2009. 44 (5) 616-631. Keywords: Adolescent/Adult/Child/Cross-
Sectional Studies/Female/*Health Education/Humans/Longitudinal Studies/Male/Marijuana
Abuse/ep [Epidemiology]/*Marijuana Abuse/pc [Prevention & Control]/Mental Disorders/ep
[Epidemiology]/Mental Disorders/pc [Prevention & Control]/**Mental Health Services/ut
[Utilization]/Missouri/Models,Statistical/Outcome Assessment (Health Care)/Utilization
Review/sn [Statistics & Numerical Data]/Young Adult.

RefID:542. Hogue, Aaron, Henderson, Craig E., Dauber, Sarah, Barajas, Priscilla C., Fried, Adam,
and Liddle, Howard A.. Treatment adherence, competence, and outcome in individual and
family therapy for adolescent behavior problems. Journal of consulting and clinical psychology
2008. 76 (4) 544-555. Keywords: Adolescent/Child Behavior Disorders/px [Psychology]/*Child
Behavior Disorders/rh [Rehabilitation]/*Cognitive Therapy/Comorbidity/*Family
Therapy/Female/Follow-Up Studies/Humans/Internal-External Control/Male/*Patient
Compliance/px [Psychology]/*Professional Competence/Professional-Patient
Relations/Substance-Related Disorders/px [Psychology]/**Substance-Related Disorders/rh
[Rehabilitation].

RefID:605. Milby, Jesse B., Schumacher, Joseph E., Vuchinich, Rudy E., Freedman, Michelle J.,
Kertesz, Stefan, and Wallace, Dennis. Toward cost-effective initial care for substance-abusing
homeless. Journal of substance abuse treatment 2008. 34 (2) 180-191. Keywords:
Adult/*Cocaine-Related Disorders/rh [Rehabilitation]/*Cognitive Therapy/mt [Methods]/Cost-
Benefit Analysis/Female/Health Care Costs/*Homeless Persons/Humans/Longitudinal
Studies/Male/Middle Aged/Patient Compliance/Rehabilitation,Vocational/Reinforcement
(Psychology)/Reward/*Substance-Related Disorders/rh [Rehabilitation].

RefID:641. Perry, Cheryl L., Lee, Susanne, Stigler, Melissa H., Farbakhsh, Kian, Komro, Kelli A.,
Gewirtz, Abigail H., and Williams, Carolyn L.. The impact of Project Northland on selected

**Keywords:** Adolescent/Adolescent Health Services/*Alcohol Drinking/pc [Prevention & Control]/Female/Health Education/Health Status Indicators/Humans/MMPI/Male/*Mental Disorders/Minnesota/*Preventive Health Services/*Preventive Medicine/Program Development/*Program Evaluation/Psychological Tests/Psychometrics/*Schools/*Students/Substance-Related Disorders/pc [Prevention & Control].


RefID:1873. Szapocznik, J., Kurtines, W. M., Foote, F., Perez-Vidal, A., and Hervis, O.. Conjoint versus one-person family therapy: further evidence for the effectiveness of conducting family therapy through one person with drug-abusing adolescents. Journal of consulting and clinical psychology 1986. 54 (3) 395-397. **Keywords:** Adolescent/*Family Therapy/mt
[Methods]/Humans/Psychotherapy,Brief/mt [Methods]/Substance-Related Disorders/px [Psychology]/*Substance-Related Disorders/th [Therapy].


RefID:3170. Odom, Anna E.. A randomized study of integrated outpatient treatment and assertive community treatment for patients with comorbid mental illness and substance use disorders: Comparing treatment outcome for domiciled and homeless patients. Dissertation Abstracts International: Section B: The Sciences and Engineering 2006. 66 (8-B) 4495-#End Page#. Keywords: *comorbidity/*drug abuse/*Homeless/*Mental Disorders/*Outpatient Treatment/Communities/Patients/Quality of Life/schizophrenia/Treatment Outcomes.


RefID: 4722. Dasberg, H. and van Praag, H. M.. The therapeutic effect of short-term oral diazepam treatment on acute clinical anxiety in a crisis centre. Acta psychiatrca Scandinavica 1974. 50 (3) 326-340. Keywords: Central/Acute Disease/Administration,Oral/Anxiety Disorders [blood] [drug therapy]/Clinical Trials as Topic/Crisis Intervention/Diazepam [administration & dosage] [blood] [therapeutic use]/Placebos/Psychiatric Status Rating Scales/Questionnaires/Time Factors/Adult/Aged/Female/Humans/Male/Middle Aged.


RefID: 7200. Black, A. C. and Rosen, M. I.. A money management-based substance use treatment increases valuation of future rewards. Addictive behaviors 2011. 36 (1-2) 125-128. Keywords: CINAHL/Alcohol-Related Disorders -- Economics/Behavior,Addictive -- Economics/Substance Use Disorders -- Economics/Adult/Alcohol-Related Disorders -- Psychosocial Factors/Alcohol-Related Disorders -- Rehabilitation/Behavior,Addictive -- Psychosocial Factors/Behavior,Addictive -- Rehabilitation/Budgets/Female/human/Male/Randomized Controlled Trials/Reward/Substance Use Disorders -- Psychosocial Factors/Substance Use
Disorders -- Rehabilitation.


RefID:7523. Mueser, K. T., Glynn, S. M., Cather, C., Zarate, R., Fox, L., Feldman, J., Wolfe, R., and Clark, R. E.. Family intervention for co-occurring substance use and severe psychiatric disorders: participant characteristics and correlates of initial engagement and more extended exposure in a randomized controlled trial. Addictive behaviors 2009. 34 (10) 867-877. Keywords: CINAHL/Family/Patient Education -- Methods/Schizophrenia -- Rehabilitation/Substance Use Disorders -- Rehabilitation/Support,Psychosocial/Adult/Aged/Alcohol-Related Disorders -- Epidemiology/Alcohol-Related Disorders -- Rehabilitation/California/Comorbidity/Comorbidity,Diagnosis,Dual (Psychiatry)/Female/human/Male/Massachusetts/Middle Age/Motivation/Random Assignment/Randomized Controlled Trials/Schizophrenia -- Epidemiology/Substance Use Disorders -- Epidemiology/Young Adult.

Depression Scale/chi square test/Clinical Trials/Confidence Intervals/Descriptive Statistics/Female/Male/Multiple Logistic Regression/Odds Ratio/P-Value/Psychological Tests/Scales/Short Form-36 Health Survey (SF-36)/Funding Source/human.


RefID:10788. Slesnick, N., Prestopnik, J. L., Meyers, R. J., and Glassman, M.. Treatment outcome for street-living, homeless youth. Addict.Behav. 2007. 32 (6) 1237-1251. Keywords: Adolescent/Adult/Community Mental Health Services/organization & administration/Female/Homeless Youth/statistics & numerical data/Humans/Male/Questionnaires/Reinforcement (Psychology)/Social Behavior/Substance-Related Disorders/epidemiology/rehabilitation/Treatment Outcome/from SR bibliographies.

Level 2: Report does not present results separately for non-medical use of psychoactive substances of interest

Depressive Disorder/di [Diagnosis]/Depressive Disorder/th [Therapy]/Diagnosis,Dual (Psychiatry)/Female/Follow-Up Studies/Hospitals,Veterans/Humans/Interview,Psychological/Male/*Mental Health Services/og [Organization & Administration]/Middle Aged/Outcome Assessment (Health Care)/Philadelphia/Program Evaluation/*Psychiatry/og [Organization & Administration]/Psychotherapy,Brief/*Referral and Consultation/og [Organization & Administration]/Substance-Related Disorders/di [Diagnosis]/Substance-Related Disorders/th [Therapy]/*Telephone/Veterans.


RefID:1519. Swanson, A. J., Pantalon, M. V., and Cohen, K. R.. Motivational interviewing and treatment adherence among psychiatric and dually diagnosed patients. The Journal of nervous and mental disease 1999. 187 (10) 630-635. Keywords: Adult/Ambulatory Care/Attitude to Health/Comorbidity/Counseling/Diagnosis,Dual (Psychiatry)/Female/*Hospitalization/Humans/Male/Mental Disorders/di [Diagnosis]/Mental Disorders/ep [Epidemiology]/*Mental Disorders/th [Therapy]/Models,Psychological/*Motivation/*Patient Compliance/Psychotherapy,Brief/Substance-Related Disorders/di [Diagnosis]/Substance-Related Disorders/ep [Epidemiology]/*Substance-Related Disorders/th [Therapy]/Treatment Outcome.


RefID:7351. Naar-King, S., Parsons, J. T., Murphy, D., Kolmodin, K., and Harris, D. R.. A multisite randomized trial of a motivational intervention targeting multiple risks in youth living with HIV: initial effects on motivation, self-efficacy, and depression. Journal of Adolescent Health 2010. 46 (5) 422-428. Keywords: CINAHL/Depression/HIV-Infected Patients -- In Adolescence/Motivation/Risk Taking Behavior -- Prevention and Control -- In Adolescence/Self-
Efficacy/adolescence/Analysis of Variance/Behavioral Changes/Brief Symptom Inventory/California/Clinical Trials/Coefficient Alpha/convenience sample/Data Collection, Computer Assisted/Descriptive Statistics/Female/Florida/Funding Source/HIV Infections -- Therapy/human/Interviews/Intraclass Correlation Coefficient/Male/Maryland/Medication Compliance/Michigan/Multicenter Studies/Multidisciplinary Care Team/Pennsylvania/Pretest-Posttest Design/Random Assignment/Repeated Measures/Scales/sexuality/substance abuse/Treatment Outcomes/Young Adult.


Level 2: BI targets other substances (eg, alcohol, nicotine, caffeine only)


RefID:2167. Connell, A. M.. Employing complier average causal effect analytic methods to examine effects of randomized encouragement trials. American Journal of Drug and Alcohol Abuse 2009. 35 (4) 253-259. **Keywords:** Adolescent/Adult/article/Child/*complier average causal effect analysis/*data analysis/Family/family counseling/Family Therapy/Female/human/juvenile/major clinical study/Male/outcome assessment/outcomes research/Patient Compliance/prediction/sex difference/*substance abuse/*tobacco dependence.

RefID:2936. Cherpitel, Cheryl J., Bernstein, Edward, Bernstein, Judith, Moskalewicz, Jacek, and Światkiewicz, Grazyna. Screening, Brief Intervention and Referral to Treatment (SBIRT) in a Polish emergency room: Challenges in cultural translation of SBIRT. Journal of Addictions Nursing 2009. 20 (3) 127-131. **Keywords:** *alcohol abuse/*Drug Usage Screening/*Intervention/*nursing/*Sociocultural Factors/Emergency Services/Hospitals/Professional Referral.


Costs of reducing incarceration, inpatient, and residential placement. Journal of Child and Family Studies 1996. 5 (4) 431-444. **Keywords:** *drug abuse/*Hospitalization/*Incarceration/*Residential Care Institutions/*Treatment/Followup Studies/Health Care Costs.

RefID:7290. Cherpitel, C. J., Korcha, R. A., Moskalewicz, J., Swiatkiewicz, G., Ye, Y., and Bond, J.. Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral to Treatment (SBIRT): 12-Month Outcomes of a Randomized Controlled Clinical Trial in a Polish Emergency Department CHERPITEL ET AL. SCREENING, BRIEF INTERVENTION, AND REFERRAL TO TREATMENT. Alcoholism 2010. 34 (11) 1922-1928. **Keywords:** CINAHL/Alcoholism -- Prevention and Control/Alcoholism -- Therapy/Emergency Service/Clinical Trials/Poland/human/Motivational Interviewing/Treatment Outcomes/Referral and Consultation/Clinical Assessment Tools/T-Tests/Multivariate Statistics/Analysis of Variance/Male/Female/Adult/Paired T-Tests/Funding Source.

RefID:7760. Zanjani, F., Miller, B., Turiano, N., Ross, J., and Oslin, D.. Effectiveness of telephone-based referral care management, a brief intervention to improve psychiatric treatment engagement. Psychiatric Services 2008. 59 (7) 776-781. **Keywords:** CINAHL/Depression -- Therapy/Patient Compliance/Psychotherapy,Brief -- Methods/Substance Use Disorders -- Rehabilitation/Telephone/Adult/Aged/Aged,80 and over/chi square test/Clinical Trials/effect size/Female/Funding Source/Interviews/Male/Middle Age/P-Value/Pennsylvania/Power Analysis/ Psychological Tests/Random Assignment/Record Review/human.

**Level 2: BI delivered in a group (2+ people receiving) or online/computer intervention without video (text-only)**

RefID:317. Conrod, Patricia J., Castellanos-Ryan, Natalie, and Strang, John. Brief, personality-targeted coping skills interventions and survival as a non-drug user over a 2-year period during adolescence. Archives of general psychiatry 2010. 67 (1) 85-93. **Keywords:** *Adaptation,Psychological/Adolescent/Cognitive Therapy/mt [Methods]/Female/Focus Groups/mt [Methods]/Follow-Up Studies/Humans/London/ep [Epidemiology]/Longitudinal Studies/Male/*Personality/cl [Classification]/Personality Inventory/Prevalence/*Psychotherapy,Group/mt [Methods]/Questionnaires/Risk Factors/Street Drugs/cl [Classification]/Substance Abuse Detection/Substance-Related Disorders/ep [Epidemiology]/*Substance-Related Disorders/pc [Prevention & Control]/Substance-Related Disorders/px [Psychology]/Survival Analysis..

Level 3: Population not universally screened


RefID: 8169. Masson, C. L., Sorensen, J. L., Perlman, D. C., Shopshire, M. S., Delucchi, K. L., Chen, T., Sporer, K., Des Jarlais, D., and Hall, S. M.. Hospital- versus community-based syringe exchange: a randomized controlled trial. AIDS Education & Prevention 2007. 19 (2) 97-110. **Keywords:** CINAHL/Community Health Services/Hospitals,Community/Needle Exchange Programs -- Administration/Adult/California/chi square test/Clinical Assessment Tools/Randomized Controlled Trials/Confidence Intervals/Descriptive Statistics/Female/Funding Source/International Classification of Diseases/Male/Middle Age/Odds Ratio/P-Value/Pearson's Correlation Coefficient/Poisson Distribution/Questionnaires/Record Review/Short Form-36 Health Survey (SF-36)/human.

### Level 3: Study population <12 years of age


### Level 3: Does not assess BI

alcohol dependence 2011. 118 (2-3) 475-478. **Keywords:** Adolescent/*Behavior Therapy/mt [Methods]/Depression/px [Psychology]/*Depression/th [Therapy]/Female/Humans/Male/*Motivation/Prisoners/px [Psychology]/*Relaxation Therapy/mt [Methods]/Substance-Related Disorders/px [Psychology]/*Substance-Related Disorders/th [Therapy]/Treatment Outcome/Young Adult.


### Level 3: Results not presented separately for non-medical use of psychoactive substances of interest

RefID:975. Tait, Robert J., Hulse, Gary K., Robertson, Suzanne I., and Sprivulis, Peter C.. Emergency department-based intervention with adolescent substance users: 12-month outcomes. Drug and alcohol dependence 2005. 79 (3) 359-363. **Keywords:** Adolescent/Cohort Studies/Community Mental Health Services/mt [Methods]/Continuity of Patient Care/*Emergency Service,Hospital/Female/Health Status/Humans/Male/Outcome Assessment (Health Care)/Questionnaires/Referral and Consultation/Substance Abuse Treatment Centers/mt [Methods]/Substance-Related Disorders/di [Diagnosis]/Substance-Related Disorders/px [Psychology]/*Substance-Related Disorders/rh [Rehabilitation]/Treatment Outcome.

RefID:976. Tait, Robert J. and Hulse, Gary K.. Adolescent substance use and hospital presentations: a record linkage assessment of 12-month outcomes. Drug and alcohol dependence 2005. 79 (3) 365-371. **Keywords:** Adolescent/Age Factors/Australia/ep [Epidemiology]/Child/Cohort Studies/Community Mental Health Services/mt [Methods]/*Emergency Service,Hospital/Female/Follow-Up Studies/*Hospitalization/Humans/Male/Medical Record Linkage/Outcome Assessment (Health Care)/Patient Admission/Prevalence/Proportional Hazards Models/Referral and Consultation/Substance Abuse Treatment Centers/mt [Methods]/Substance-Related
Disorders/ep [Epidemiology]/*Substance-Related Disorders/rh [Rehabilitation]/Substance-Related Disorders/th [Therapy]/Survival Analysis/Treatment Outcome.


Level 3: Other reason for exclusion

Companion/duplicate report of excluded study


Health/*Behavior Therapy/mt [Methods]/Child/Cocaine-Related Disorders/di [Diagnosis]/Cocaine-Related Disorders/ep [Epidemiology]/*Cocaine-Related Disorders/rh [Rehabilitation]/Comorbidity/Counseling/mt [Methods]/*Counseling/Cross-Sectional Studies/Designer Drugs/Diagnosis,Dual (Psychiatry)/Female/*Hospitalization/Humans/Intention/Male/Marijuana Abuse/di [Diagnosis]/Marijuana Abuse/ep [Epidemiology]/*Marijuana Abuse/rh [Rehabilitation]/Mental Disorders/di [Diagnosis]/Mental Disorders/ep [Epidemiology]/*Mental Disorders/rh [Rehabilitation]/*Motivation/*Psychotherapy,Brief/mt [Methods]/Self Efficacy/Substance-Related Disorders/di [Diagnosis]/Substance-Related Disorders/ep [Epidemiology]/*Substance-Related Disorders/rh [Rehabilitation]/Treatment Outcome.


Study design (Secondary analysis or observational)
RefID:418. Magill, Molly, Barnett, Nancy P., Apodaca, Timothy R., Rohsenow, Damaris J., and Monti, Peter M.. The role of marijuana use in brief motivational intervention with young adult drinkers treated in an emergency department. Journal of studies on alcohol and drugs 2009. 70 (3) 409-413. Keywords: Adolescent/*Alcohol Drinking/th [Therapy]/*Behavior Therapy/Emergency Service,Hospital/Female/Humans/Male/*Marijuana Smoking/th [Therapy]/Young Adult.

**Protocol for a terminated study (never completed due to recruitment problems)**


**Level 4: No response from one or more authors regarding eligibility**


**Level 4: Conference abstract that should be tracked for future available data**

intervention/abuse/model/Male/*alcohol/Cannabis/central stimulant agent.